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The primary purpose of the thesis was to design a hands- on course on a real-time 
operating system (RTOS). The course structure was developed based on Boli Gao’s 
paper – “Design of RTOS Teaching Environment.”. The course focuses on the most 
basic concepts of RTOS, such as pre-emptive scheduling, semaphore, priority in-
version, mutex, event flag, and message queue. Besides that, sensors and an OLED 
display were added to exercises to understand better how to implement external 
components to an RTOS project. 
 
The teaching environment was constructed by implementing μC/OS-III on the 
STM32 Nucleo L152RE development board, which has an ARM Cortex-M3 proces-
sor. The development tools and software used to create exercises, instructions, 
and documentation were Visual Studio Code, PlatformIO, STM32CubeMX, Doxy-
gen, and Fritzing. 
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GPIO    General-Purpose Input/Output 

UART   Universal Synchronous Receiver-Transmitter 

API  Application Programming Interface 

ADC   Analog to Digital Converter 

IDE   Integrated Development Environment 

I2C   Inter-Integrated Circuit 
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RTOS  Real Time Operating System 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Real-time operating systems are operating systems where tasks must be com-

pleted in a timely fashion. Based on time requirements, there are two kinds of 

RTOS, hard and soft real-time systems. Deadlines cannot be missed in hard real-

time systems; any missed deadline can cause severe damages. For example, an 

automatic braking system is a hard real-time system; once a deadline is missed, it 

can cause an accident. Whereas in soft real-time systems, some deadlines can be 

missed. For example, a personal computer is a soft real operating system; a pro-

gram starting  one or two seconds late will not cause any catastrophe.  

μC/OS is a preemptive real-time kernel. A kernel is a core of an operating system; 

it is responsible for resource management and communication between applica-

tions and hardware. A preemptive system is a system that allows higher-priority 

tasks to preempt lower-priority tasks. 

The current RTOS course is taught at Vaasan ammattikorkeakoulu, University of 

Applied Sciences (VAMK), using μC/OS-II kernel on a PC or laptop. The most con-

siderable advantage of this approach is “no need for hardware,” still, it is also a 

disadvantage since students cannot learn how to implement μC/OS-II on actual 

hardware components. Thus, microcontroller boards will replace the role of 

PCs/laptops to become the central development environment in the newly cre-

ated course.  

Because the primary goal of the course is to teach students the basics of RTOS 

concepts, and the duration of the course is relatively short, the created learning 

environment should help students to focus on RTOS concepts without being con-

cerned about non-related RTOS aspects. Hardware wiring and programming sen-

sors/devices are considered non-related RTOS aspects. About hardware wiring, 

detailed instructions on how to make hardware connections are created for each 

exercise to prevent students from making wrong connections. The designed 
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course includes a port of μC/OS-III for the STM32L152RE board and sensor/device 

libraries; hence, students do not need to program sensors/devices themselves. 

μC/OS supports a wide range of CPU architecture from various manufactures, such 

as ST, Texas Instruments, and ARM. At VAMK, STM32 Nucleo boards are used in 

other introductory embedded system courses because they are easy to use, well 

documented, and more popular in recent years. ST also offers STM32CubeMX, 

which helps users to initialize and configure a project much more conveniently. 

Hence, STM32 Nucleo boards are used in this course to ease the learning process 

of students. Moreover, the STM32L152RE Nucleo board has an ARM Cortex-M3 

microprocessor, which supports real-time operating systems. 

μC/OS-II was created in 1998 based on μC/OS (1992), which is very outdated. 

Therefore, to make the course more related to the current situation, the latest 

version (3.08.01) of μC/OS-III will be used. 
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2 HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE 

2.1 μC/OS-III 

μC/OS-III is a powerful pre-emptive real-time kernel. It provides about 70 services 

(APIs), including the most used services, such as semaphore, flag, mutex, and mes-

sage queue. The kernel is highly CPU independent and can be ported to over 50 

platforms, including ARM Cortex-A, ARM Cortex-M, AVR, Altera, and more. 

μC/OS-III was introduced in 2009 and has been continuously developed. The latest 

version is 3.08.01, released on 4 May 2021. Compared with μC/OS-II, μC/OS-III re-

moved mailbox messages, query APIs and combined “accept” APIs with Pend APIs. 

μC/OS-III also added some of the most requested features such as round-robin 

scheduling for tasks with the same priority, nestable semaphore, option to post 

without scheduling, time stamp, and nestable task-suspend/resume. Further-

more, in μC/OS-III, the built-in performance measurements are much more exten-

sive than μC/OS-II; it can measure CPU usage, task usage, task execution time, and 

the number of times a task executes. 

A processor can run μC/OS-III if it meets the following requirements: 

• Supports interrupt at regular intervals (10-100Hz). 

• Has the ability to disable/enable interrupts. 

• The size of RAM and flash are enough to cover both μC/OS-III footprints 

and the application usage. 

• Allows saving and restoring the stack pointer. 

• The processor must support 32-bit data. 

Figure 1 illustrates how μC/OS-III fits in Micrium OS. μC/OS-III is not an operating 

system; it is a kernel and a core component of the Micrium OS.  
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Figure 1. Micrium OS structure /1/ 

2.2 Development Tools 

2.2.1 PlatformIO 

PlatformIO is a cross-platform integrated development environment (IDE) for em-

bedded development. PlatformIO IDE includes PlatformIO Core. PlatformIO Core 

is written completely in Python, and since Python is available on Linux, ARMv7, 

Windows, FreeBSD, and macOS, PlatformIO Core can run on all those platforms.  

PlatformIO IDE offers the following features: debugging, remote development, 

unit testing, C/C++ intelligent code completion, library manager, serial port moni-

tor, built-in terminal with PlatformIO Core. PlatformIO IDE can be installed on top 

of Visual Studio Code or CLion. In this course, students will use PlatformIO IDE on 

Visual Studio Code. 

PlatformIO Core is a subset of PlatformIO IDE; hence some features of PlatformIO 

IDE will not be available when using only PlatformIO Core. 

2.2.2 STM32CubeMX 

STM32CubeMX is a graphical software offered by ST to help with the configuration 

and initialization of C code for STM32 microcontrollers and microprocessors. 

STM32CubeMX was used only to create exercises, and students do not need to 

learn it unless they want to. 
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2.2.3 Fritzing 

Students participating in the RTOS course will have a different study background; 

for example, one might not be familiar with hardware connections. For that rea-

son, a detailed instruction/schematic on how to connect hardware is necessary. 

Fritzing is the tool used to create breadboard schematics for exercises. 

Fritzing is an open-source electric design automation (EDA) software. Fritzing al-

lows illustrating hardware connections, creating schematics, PCB, or even running 

code. 

2.2.4 Doxygen 

 Doxygen is a helpful tool to generate documentation based on comments in 

source files, and it offers easy-to-use and straightforward syntax. 

2.3 Hardware 

2.3.1 STM32 Nucleo L152RE Board 

STM32 Nucleo L152RE board embed an ARM Cortex M3 core. Cortex M3 uses Har-

vard architecture with separated buses for data, code/instructions, and debug, 

thus increasing the board's overall performance. As seen in Table 1, the RAM and 

flash size of the board are more than enough to run μC/OS-III. μC/OS-III code foot-

print is from 6 to 24 Kbytes, and data footprint is more than 1Kbytes. 

Table 1. STM32L152RE specifications /2/ 

 

Figure 2 shows that STM32 Nucleo L152RE has three LEDs, two buttons, Arduino 

connectors, ST morpho connectors, and an ST-LINK USB mini-B connector. Each 

Peripheral STM32L152RE

Flash 512 Kbytes

Data EEPROM 16 Kbytes

RAM 80 Kbytes
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LED has its function, LD1 shows ST-LINK communication status, LD3 shows power 

status, and LD2 is a user LED, which will be used frequently in exercises. 

 

Figure 2. STM32L152RE top view /3/ 

2.3.2 BMP280 

BMP280 is a sensor that measures barometric pressure and temperature. As 

shown in Table 2, BMP280 measurements are very accurate, the temperature res-

olution is only 0.01°C, and the pressure resolution is 0.16Pa. In addition, BMP280 

offers both I2C and SPI interfaces for communication.  

In this thesis, a BMP280 breakout from Adafruit was used to simplify hardware 

connection.  
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Table 2. BMP280 specifications /4/ 

 

2.3.3 OLED 0.96-inch Display with SSD1306 Driver 

SSD1306 is a single-chip driver with a controller for an OLED graphic display sys-

tem. The display resolution is 128x64 dots, and its contrast brightness can be ad-

justed. SSD1306 offers three interfaces for communication I2C, 4-wire SPI, and 3-

wire SPI, but depending on OLED modules configuration, there might be only one 

available interface; the combination of resistors at the back of the module should 

be checked to know which one is available. The display used in this course only 

offers pin configuration of the OLED for the 4-wire SPI connection.  

Table 3. OLED pin configuration 

 

2.3.4 MAX4466 

MAX4466 is a microphone preamplifier that converts sound into electrical waves 

and amplifies the electrical waves by a given gain. MAX4466 breakout of Adafruit 

has a small trimmer on its back to adjust the gain (see Figure 3). The gain is in the 

range of 25x to 125x. The MAX4466 only has three pins: VCC, GND, and OUT. The 

Parameter BMP280

Pressure resolution 0.16 Pa

Temperature resolution 0.01°C

Interfaces I2C or SPI

Measurement modes Pressure and temperature, forced or periodic

Measurement rate up to 157 Hz

Filter options Fine bandwidths

Pin Name Function

GND Ground

VCC Power Supply

D0 (SCK) Clock

D1 (MOSI) Data

RES Reset

DC Data Command

CS Chip Select
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OUT pin should be connected to the analog pin; when the surrounding is quiet, 

the output will be half the VCC voltage. 

 

Figure 3. Back view of MAX4466 breakout 
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3 IMPLEMENTATION 

3.1 Project Setup 

3.1.1 STM32CubeMX Project Generation 

When using STM32CubeMX to configure and generate initial code, some specific 

configurations (see Table 4) should be made to work seamlessly with PlatformIO.  

Table 4. STM32CubeMX configurations 

 

The generated project should be like Listing 1. In addition, each peripheral should 

have a pair of “.c/.h” files.  

 

Listing 1. STM32CubeMX project structure 

 

Tab Parameter Value/Settings

Application 

Structure
“Basic” and “Do not generate the main().”

Toolchain/IDE “Other Toolchains (GPDSC)”

“Add necessary library files as references 

in the toolchain project configuration 

file.”

“Generate peripheral initialization as a 

pair of “.c/.h” files per peripheral”

Advanced 

Settings

Check the “Do Not Generate Function Call” 

box for every function.

Project

Code Generator

 

exapmle/ 
├── exapmle.gpdsc 
├── exapmle.ioc 
├── Inc 
│   ├── gpio.h 
│   ├── main.h 
│   └── usart.h 
└── Src 
    ├── gpio.c 
    ├── main.c 
    └── usart.c 
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3.1.2 PlatformIO Configuration 

In the generated STM32CubeMX project, create a file name “platfomio.ini” with 

content as Listing 2. This file is the configuration file of the PlatformIO project lo-

cated at the root of the project. 

The project is opened from the PlatformIO homepage in Visual Studio Code. After 

that, PlatformIO will automatically generate all other necessary files and directo-

ries such as “.gitignore,” “.pio,” and “.vscode.” The “.gitignore” file includes a list 

of files and directories git needs to ignore. The “.pio” contains builds of every en-

vironment. In addition, it is where “.elf” and “.bin” files are located. 

In the “platformio.ini” file, there are two sections [env:] and [platformio]. All the 

configurations written under the [platformio] section will override the default con-

figurations, and the [env:] section is where configuration per environment is lo-

cated. Each project can have multiple environments. For example, we can create 

two more environments for testing and debugging; they will appear under “Pro-

ject Tasks” as Figure 4.  

 

Listing 2. “platfomio.ini” file 

Under the “[platformio]” section, we define where included files, source files, and 

libraries are. By default, PlatformIO will look for included files, sources files, and 

libraries under “inc,” “src,” and “lib” directories, respectively, but STM32CubeMX 

 

[env:nucleo_l152re] 

platform = ststm32 

board = nucleo_l152re 

framework = stm32cube 

lib_ldf_mode = chain+ 

build_flags = -Wl,-Map,./.pio/build/link.map,-u,_printf_float 

     

[platformio] 

include_dir = Inc 

src_dir = Src 

lib_dir = Lib 
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generates these files in different directories, so we need to specify the directories 

in “platformio.ini” file. The generated source files and included files are located in 

“Src” and “Inc”; hence we need to modify the default “include_dir” and “src_dirc” 

to “Inc” and “Src” as in Listing 2. Besides that, we also set “lib_dir” to “Lib.” “Lib” 

is where we put μC/OS-III and other BSP libraries.  

 

Figure 4. PlatformIO multiple environments 

Under the [env:] section, essential parameters are defined, such as board name, 

platform, framework, build flags, and library dependency finder mode. The exact 

board name and other information about the board can be found on the Platfor-

mIO Docs website. 

In Listing 2, “build_flags,” several parameters were given: 

• “-Wl”: to pass options to the linker, separated by commas. 

• “-Map,./.pio/build/link.map”: to generate map file named “link.map” un-

der “.pio/build” directory, which will be needed in exercises. 

• “-u,_printf_float”: to enable printing floating-point numbers. 

3.1.3 Porting μC/OS-III 

Porting μC/OS-III is a process of adapting μC/OS-III to a specific microcontroller or 

microprocessor. A port includes three parts: CPU, OS, and board support package. 
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 In Figure 5, there are eight groups of files. Group (1) includes application code, 

which will be “main.c” and “main.h” in our exercises. Group (2) contains libraries 

for accessing the CPU’s peripherals such as GPIO, UART, interrupts, and timers. 

Group (3) is BSP, and it includes libraries that support the board to interact with 

sensors and onboard/external devices. This thesis uses an STM32 microcontroller; 

hence, the peripheral libraries in group (2) will be generated by STM32CubeMX. 

Because the course focuses more on RTOS than STM32 microcontrollers, groups 

(2) and (3) will be merged and more straightforward APIs created to use; there-

fore, students do not need to study STM32 peripherals. Micrium/Weston-Embed-

ded provides groups (4), (5), (6), (7), and (8) since μC/OS became open-source in 

March 2020, and its latest source code can be easily accessed on Weston-Embed-

ded’s GitHub page. We can download or clone their repositories from GitHub. 

Weston-Embedded’s GitHub page contains more than 25 repositories, so to know 

which ones to download, we need to analyze the μC/OS-III architecture in Figure 

5. μC/OS-III includes three main parts: μC/OS-III, μC/OS-LIB, and μC/CPU. Each of 

them has a separate repository; so, we download/clone the following repositories: 

• https://github.com/weston-embedded/uC-OS3/ 

• https://github.com/weston-embedded/uC-CPU/ 

• https://github.com/weston-embedded/uC-LIB/ 

Group (8) – configuration files are scattered around in the three repositories. They 

usually are in “Cfg/Template/” directories under the repositories. The three repos-

itories contain ports for every platform and toolchain that μC/OS-III supports; 

hence it is essential to copy the correct files and directories for our board. For 

example, the STM32 Nucleo L152RE board uses ARM Cortex-M3, which imple-

ments the ARMv7-M architecture. PlatformIO uses the “gcc-arm-none-eabi” com-

piler for ARM processors; thus, we only copy files that belong to ARM-Cortex-M3, 

ARMv7-M, and GNU port. See APPENDIX 1 for more details on which files to copy 

and where they are located in the project.  

https://github.com/weston-embedded/uC-OS3/
https://github.com/weston-embedded/uC-CPU/
https://github.com/weston-embedded/uC-LIB/
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Figure 5. µC/OS-III architecture /5/ 

 

After copying all the files to the “Lib” directory in the project, it should have the 

same structure as Listing 3. The “cfg” stores all µC/OS-III configuration files. The 

“bsp” directory is created to store BSP libraries. 
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Listing 3. “Lib” directory structure 

Before compiling the project, several important changes must be made. First of 

all, in the “cpu_cfg.h” file, “CPU_CFG_NVIC_PRIO_BITS” must be enabled as shown 

in Listing 4, “CPU_CFG_NVIC_PRIO_BITS” is used in “cpu_c.c” and “os_cpu_c.c” 

files, compiling without enabling “CPU_CFG_NVIC_PRIO_BITS” will lead to an “un-

defined” error. 

 

Listing 4. Enable the interrupt priority level 

Secondly, included paths have to be changed to correct locations; for example, in 

“os_cpu_c.c” changed the included path from “../../../Source/os.h” to “os.h” be-

cause “os.h” is no longer under “../../../Source” directory. 

Thirdly, the startup file “startup_stm32l152xe.s” must be copied for the board, 

which is needed for the next step,  and located under the “Src” directory. The 

startup file can be found under the “.platformio\packages\” directory in the home 

directory. For Windows, the home directory is “C:\Users\user_name.” For Linux, 

it is “/home/user_name.” Note that several startup files have the same name for 

different toolchains; the startup file should be chosen for the “GCC” toolchain. 

Another way to find the startup file is using STM23CubeMX to generate an 

example project with the “Copy all used libraries into the project folder” option 

checked, then startup file can be found in the “Src” directory or at the root of the 

generated project 

 

Lib/ 
├── bsp 
├── cfg 
├── uC-CPU 
├── uC-LIB 
└── uC-OS3 

 

#if 1 

#define  CPU_CFG_NVIC_PRIO_BITS                            4u 

#endif 
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 Listing 5. STM32L152RE’s startup file  

Next, the vector table is updated in the copied startup file as in Listing 5 so that 

“OS_CPU_SysTickHandler()” and “OS_CPU_PendSVHandler()” will be automati-

cally invoked by the processor every time SysTick or PendSV exception occurs. Ta-

ble 5 shows that the processor ARM Cortex M3 has 256 exceptions; the first 15 

exceptions are internal. µC/OS-III uses two of them, PendSV and SysTick.  

Table 5. ARM Cortex-M3 Exception Table 

 

The processor offers a SysTick timer which generates a periodic interrupt. µC/OS-

III uses the SysTick exception triggered by the periodic interrupt to ensure the 

kernel is regularly invoked to manage tasks, context switching, and other services. 

Context switching is a process of saving the CPU registers of the current task, also 

called “context,” to its stack, restoring the context of the next task from its stack 

and then resuming to the task.  

 

  .word SVC_Handler 

  .word DebugMon_Handler 

  .word 0 

  .word OS_CPU_PendSVHandler 

  .word OS_CPU_SysTickHandler 
 

No. Type Description

0 - -

1 Reset Reset

2 NMO Non-maskable interrupts

3 Hard Fault All classes of Fault

5 MemManageFault MPU violation

6 Usage Fault Program error exception

7-10 Reserved -

11 SV Call System Call Service

12 Debug Monitor Breakpoints, watch-points, external debug

13 Reserved -

14 PendSV Pend-able request

15 SysTick Sys tick timer

16-256 Interrupt External interrupt
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Figure 6. Context switching delays interrupt service /6/ 

Figure 6 shows when an interrupt request (IRQ) occurs right before the context 

switching takes place and the context switching delays the IRQ. In RTOS, where 

interrupts must be handled in a timely fashion, this situation should be avoided. 

Hence, the PendSV exception is introduced to solve the problem. The PendSV 

exception has a unique characteristic; “its pending status can be set inside a higher 

priority exception handler and executed when the higher-priority handler 

finishes” /6/. This character allows PendSV handler to be scheduled and delayed 

until all other higher-priority interrupt handler is done. Figure 7 shows an example 

of how PendSV operates. 

• (5) An interrupt occurs right before the context switching from Task B to 

Task A  takes place, and the IRQ handler is called. 

• (6) While the IRQ handler is running, a SysTick exception is triggered by 

the SysTick timer to manage tasks, context switching, and other services. 

• (7) SysTick interrupt handler is executed to carry out essential OS 

operation and pend the PendSV exception, allowing PendSV to run after 

the IRQ handler is completed. 

• (8) Exit SysTick interrupt handler and continue with the ISR handler. 

• (9) ISR handler is completed, and the PendSV handler is called to do 

context switching. 
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• (10) Context switching is done and returned to Task A. 

 

Figure 7. Context switching with PendSV /6/ 

 Finally, include “os.h” in “main.h” or “main.c” to use µC/OS-III and define a 

“main()” function in “main.c”.  

3.2 Libraries 

3.2.1 BMP280 Library 

Listing 6 shows the list of files of the BMP280 library. BOSCH provides a generic 

library for the BMP280 sensor, which includes three files “bmp280.c,” 

“bmp280.h,” and “bmp280_defs.h.” The library offers generic APIs to initialize the 

sensor, read/write from/to the sensor, and compute the read value. 

 

Listing 6. BMP280 library 

The BMP280 sensor has two interfaces I2C and SPI and to port the library to a 

specific board, following APIs should be defined by users: I2C_Reg_Write(), 

I2C_Reg_Read(), SPI_Reg_Write(), SPI_Reg_Read() and Delay_ms(). Those APIs 

 

bsp_bmp280/ 
├── bsp_bmp280.c 
├── bsp_bmp280_cfg.c 
├── bsp_bmp280_cfg.h 
├── bsp_bmp280_defs.h 
└── bsp_bmp280.h 
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and other used-defined functions are defined in “bsp_bmp280_cfg.h” and 

“bsp_bmp280_cfg.c” files. 

The BMP280 sensors offer both 4-wire and 3-wire modes for SPI protocol, but the 

breakout only has the 4-wire mode. 4-wire mode uses the following pins: a chip-

select pin (CS), a serial clock pin (SCK), a serial data output (SDO), and a serial data 

input pin (SDI). The CS pin is used to start and stop the transmission between the 

microcontroller and the sensor, and it is active low, which means to begin com-

munication, the CS pin should be set to low (0). Table 6 shows how the BMP280 

pins should be connected to the microcontroller.   

Table 6. BMP280 pins (SPI) 

 

Listing 7 shows SPI_Reg_Write() function’s definition, which is used to write data 

to the sensor using SPI protocol. In the function, the CS pin is set to low to start 

the transmission; then the HAL_SPI_Transmit() function is called to send data; if 

the communication is done and returns “HAL_OK,” CS pin is set to high to stop the 

transmission. 

Pin Name Function (SPI) Connect to

VIN Power Supply (3-5VDC) 3V3

3Vo 3.3V output from the voltage regulator -

GND Ground GND

SCK Clock SCK

SDO Serial Data Out (MISO) MISO

SDI Serial Data In (MOSI) MOSI

CS Chip Select CS
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Listing 7. SPI_Reg_Write() definition 

Figure 8 shows how to send control and data bytes to BMP280 through the I2C 

interface. “Slave Address” and RW bit are sent to the sensor in the same byte. To 

enter the write mode RW bit must be set to 0. Writing data is done by sending the 

r address of the register and data byte in pairs to the sensor. 

 

Figure 8. BMP280 - I2C Write /4/ 

In Listing 8, the HAL_I2C_Mem_Write() function is called to send both the register 

address and register data to the BMP280, “i2c_addr” is shifted to the left one bit 

to make the LSB bit equal zero (write mode).  

 

int8_t SPI_Reg_Write( uint8_t cs,  

                      uint8_t reg_addr,  

                      uint8_t *reg_data, 

                      uint16_t length) 

{ 

    HAL_GPIO_WritePin(BMP280_SPI_CS_PORT, BMP280_SPI_CS_PIN, GPIO_PIN_RESET); 

    if (HAL_SPI_Transmit(&hspi1, reg_data, length, 100) == HAL_OK) 

    { 

        HAL_GPIO_WritePin(BMP280_SPI_CS_PORT, BMP280_SPI_CS_PIN, GPIO_PIN_SET); 

        return 0; 

    } 

    else 

        return -1; 

} 
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Listing 8. I2C_Reg_Write() definition 

Table 7 shows the pin configuration of BMP280 for the I2C protocol. Only four pins 

are used, two of them (VIN and GND) are power pins, and the rest (SCK and SDI) 

are used for I2C protocol connection. The SCK and SDI pins should be connected 

to SCL and SDA pins on the microcontroller, respectively. The breakout also has a 

voltage regulator, which will take 3-5VDC from VIN and convert it to 3.3VDC to 

power the sensor. The 3Vo pin is connected to the output of the voltage regulator, 

which can be used as a power supply for other components. The 3Vo pin supports 

drawing current up to 100mA. 

Table 7.  BMP280 pins (I2C) 

 

Besides defining APIs to port the library to the STM32 board, the following APIs 

are created to make it easier for students to work with the BMP280:  

 

int8_t I2C_Reg_Write( uint8_t i2c_addr,  

                      uint8_t reg_addr,  

                      uint8_t *reg_data, 

                      uint16_t length) 

{ 

    if (HAL_I2C_Mem_Write(&hi2c1, i2c_addr << 1, reg_addr, 1, 

                          reg_data, length, 500) == HAL_OK) 

        return 0; 

    else 

        return -1; 

} 
 

Pin Name Function (I2C) Connect to

VIN Power Supply (3-5VDC) 3V3

3Vo 3.3V output from the voltage regulator -

GND Ground GND

SCK Clock SCL

SDO - -

SDI Data pin SDA

CS - -
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• BMP280_Setup() should be called before other BMP280 functions. Listing 

9 shows the definition of the BMP280_Setup() function. The function per-

forms the following operations: defining the device address, specifying 

which delay function is used, initializing either SPI or I2C peripheral, and 

settings configuration on BMP280, such as filter mode and power mode. 

 

Listing 9. BMP280_Setup() definition 

• BMP280_Read() reads the data from BMP280, then calculates them and 

stores them in “temp32,” “temp,” “pres32,” and “pres” variables. 

“temp32” and “pres32” are 32-bit integers. “temp” and “pres” are floating 

points.  

 

void BMP280_Setup(void) 

{ 

    bmp.dev_id = BMP280_I2C_ADDR_PRIM; 

    bmp.delay_ms = Delay_NonBlocking; 

#ifdef BMP280_SPI 

    MX_SPI1_Init(); 

    bmp.read = SPI_Reg_Read; 

    bmp.write = SPI_Reg_Write; 

    bmp.intf = BMP280_SPI_INTF; 

#endif 

#ifdef BMP280_I2C 

    MX_I2C1_Init(); 

    bmp.read = I2C_Reg_Read; 

    bmp.write = I2C_Reg_Write; 

    bmp.intf = BMP280_I2C_INTF; 

#endif 

 

    conf.filter = BMP280_FILTER_COEFF_2; 

    conf.os_temp = BMP280_OS_4X; 

    conf.os_pres = BMP280_OS_NONE; 

    conf.odr = BMP280_ODR_1000_MS; 

    bmp280_init(&bmp); 

    bmp280_set_config(&conf, &bmp); 

    bmp280_set_power_mode(BMP280_NORMAL_MODE, &bmp); 

} 
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• BMP280_Print() prints the calculated temperature and pressure through 

UART; hence, to use this API, “bmp_usart.h” should be included, and UART 

should be initialized. 

To use the library, students need to include the “bsp_bmp280_cfg.h” file in 

“main.c” or “main.h”. In “bsp_bmp280_cfg.h”, students can choose which com-

munication interface they want to use by defining either “BMP280_I2C” or 

“BMP280_SPI”.  

Figure 9 shows an example of how to connect BMP280 to the SPI1 interface of the 

microcontroller board. On the microcontroller, the SPI1 interface uses three pins: 

PA5 (D13), PA6 (D12), and PA7 (D11). By default, PA5 is set as GPIO and connected 

to the LD2 LED of the microcontroller; hence to use PA5 as SCK pin for SPI1 inter-

face, PA5 should be disabled first.  

 

Figure 9. BMP280 and STM32L152RE connection (SPI) 

Figure 10 shows how to connect the sensor to the I2C1 interface of the board. The 

I2C1 interface uses two pins: PB6 (D10) and PB7. PB6 is the I2C1_SCL pin, and PB7 

is the I2C1_SDA pin. 
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Figure 10.  BMP280 and STM32L152RE connection (I2C) 

 

3.2.2 SSD1306 Library 

Listing 10 shows the list of files included in the SSD1306 library. The primary goal 

of creating the library is to make it easy for students to use, and it should be port-

able, which means that the libraries can be used on other boards. Generic APIs 

and specific target board APIs are separated into different files to make the library 

portable.  All generic APIs are in “bsp_ssd1306.c” and “bsp_ssd1306.h.” Specific 

target board APIs are in “bsp_ssd1306_cfg.c” and “bsp_ssd1306_cfg.h.” To use 

this library on other boards, users only need to modify a few APIs and definitions 

in “bsp_ssd1306_cfg.c” and “bsp_ssd1306_cfg.h.” The “bsp_ssd1306_fonts.h” in-

cludes a font for the OLED display. 
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Listing 10. SSD1306 library 

To use the library, students need to include “bsp_ssd1306_cfg.h” in “main.c” or 

“main.h”. The library uses a delay function that requires “bsp_clk.h” and 

“bsp_clk.c”; thus, students should have those files in the “bsp” directory. The li-

brary offers the following APIs: 

• SSD1306_Init(): Before using any other functions, the display should be in-

itialized by calling the SSD1306_Init() function. 

• SSD1306_DrawPixel()sets a state (on/off) for a given coordinate. This func-

tion is an internal API, which means it is mostly used by other APIs. If stu-

dents want to draw only one pixel, the SSD1306_UpdateDisp() function 

should be called after this function. SSD1306_UpdateDisp() API is not in-

cluded in SSD1306_DrawPixel() because it will dramatically slow the draw-

ing speed.  

• SSD1306_DrawLine()uses Bresenham’s line algorithm to draw a line on the 

display when the coordinates of two points are given. Listing 11 shows how 

Bresenham’s line algorithm is implemented in the SSD1306_DrawLine() 

function. 

• SSD1306_DrawCol()is also an internal API, used by SSD1306_SoundLevel() 

API; hence the SSD1306_UpdateDisp() API should be called to draw a col-

umn. 

• SSD1306_SoundLevel()is used with the MAX4466 sensor to visualize the 

sound level the MAX4466 captured. 

• SSD1306_PrintCharXY() draws a character from a point with (x,y) coordi-

nate. The character will be drawn from the point up and to the right. 

• SSD1306_PrintStrXY() draws a string using SSD1306_PrintCharXY(). 

 

bsp_ssd1306/ 
├── bsp_ssd1306.c 
├── bsp_ssd1306_cfg.c 
├── bsp_ssd1306_cfg.h 
├── bsp_ssd1306_fonts.h 
└── bsp_ssd1306.h 
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Listing 11. SSD1306_DrawLine() definition  

Table 8 shows the pin configuration of the OLED display and which pins on the 

microcontroller they should be connected to. D0 and D1 connect to SCK and MOSI 

pins of the SPI interface on the board, respectively. RES, DC, and CS pins can be 

connected to any available digital pin of the board, but these pins should be de-

fined and initialized in the “bsp_ssd1306_cfg.c” file as GPIO output. 

 

void SSD1306_DrawLine(uint8_t x1, uint8_t y1, uint8_t x2, uint8_t y2) 

{ 

  int dx =  abs (x2 - x1); 

  int sx = x1 < x2 ? 1 : -1; 

  int dy = -abs (y2 - y1); 

  int sy = y1 < y2 ? 1 : -1;  

  int err = dx + dy; 

  int e2 = 0; 

  

  while (1){  

    SSD1306_DrawPixel(x1,y1,SSD1306_PIXEL_ON); 

    if (x1 == x2 && y1 == y2) break; 

    e2 = 2 * err; 

    if (e2 >= dy)  

    {  

        err += dy; 

        x1 += sx;  

    } 

    if (e2 <= dx)  

    {  

        err += dx;  

        y1 += sy;  

    } 

  } 

    SSD1306_UpdateDisp(); 

} 
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Table 8. OLED’s pin functions 

 

Figure 11 shows an example of how to connect the OLED display to the SPI2 inter-

face of the board.   

 

Figure 11. OLED display and STM32L152RE connection (SPI) 

3.2.3 MAX4466 Library 

Listing 13 shows the MAX4466 library only includes two files, “bsp_max4466.c” 

and “bsp_max4466.h,”. It offers three APIs: 

• MAX4466_Init() initializes an ADC and DMA peripherals  

• MAX4466_Read() starts the ADC and DMA peripherals to take samples and 

put them in a buffer. If the buffer is filled, the DMA interrupt handler is 

Pin Name Function (SPI 4-wire) Connect to

GND Ground GND

VCC Power Supply 3V3

D0 Clock SCK

D1 Serial Data In (MOSI) MOSI

RES Reset the display RESET

DC Data/Command DC

CS Chip Select CS
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called; it calculates the peak-to-peak and the loudness value, and 

MAX4466_Read() returns the loudness value. Listing 12 shows the imple-

mentation of the DMA interrupt handler. Before reading the buffer, the 

ADC should be stopped to prevent new data from being written to the 

buffer while calculating. 

 

Listing 12. DMA interrupt handler definition 

• MAX4466_Print() prints the peak-to-peak value through USART for debug-

ging purposes. 

 

Listing 13. MAX4466 library 

Figure 12 shows how the connection should be made. The OUT pin should be con-

nected to A0, and VCC should be connected to the 3.3V pin on the STM32 Nucleo 

board. 

 

void DMA1_Channel1_IRQHandler(void) 

{ 

    HAL_DMA_IRQHandler(&hdma_adc); 

    HAL_ADC_Stop_DMA(&hadc); 

    uint16_t max = 0; 

    uint16_t min = 256;  

    for(int i = 0; i < ADC_BUFFER_SIZE; i++) 

    { 

        if(adc_buff[i] > max) 

          max = adc_buff[i]; 

        else if(adc_buff[i] < min) 

          min = adc_buff[i]; 

    } 

    volts = (double)((max-min)*3.3/256.0); 

} 

 

 

bsp_max4466/ 
├── bsp_max4466.c 
└── bsp_max4466.h 
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Figure 12. MAX4466 and STM32L152RE connection 
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4 EXERCISES 

Each exercise includes a prerequisite, instruction, a schematic, or a flow diagram 

(optional), questions, or problems for students to answer. Because the duration 

of the course  is relatively short, the exercises are divided into two parts: “basic” 

and “advanced.” The “basic” part will be taught in class with the guidance of in-

structors, and the “advanced” part will be considered homework, which requires 

extra reading and practicing from students to complete. 

4.1 Creating  a Task  

After this exercise, students should have a better understanding of the μC/OS-III 

directory and exercise structure. Students also learn how to initialize μC/OS-III, 

create a task, and know the meaning of each parameter given to the OSTaskCre-

ate() function.  

4.1.1 Instructions 

First, students should download the book – “µC/OS-III for the STMicroelectronics 

STM32” from the Micrium website because the online documentation of Micrium 

about µC/OS-III does not cover how to port µC/OS-III to STM32 boards.  

Students’ tasks in this exercise are:  

• Read chapter 3.1 - “Single Task Application” and OSTaskCreate() API  refer-

ence from page 571 to 580 in the book.  

• Download or clone the exercise repository and open the “01-task-create” 

project in PlatformIO. 

• Analyze “cpu_cfg.h,” “lib_cfg.h,” “os_cfg_app.h” and “os_cfg.h” files and 

answer the following questions: 

o What are the roles of each file?   

o Where are the stack sizes of ISRsdefined? Find the current value. 

o Where is the maximum number of task priorities defined?  

https://github.com/bv79/ucos-iii-stm32l152re-exercises
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o Which configuration file is used to enable services such as sema-

phore, mutex, message queue? 

• Initialize and start µC/OS-III  

• Include the “bsp_led.h” header file and create a task that toggles the LED 

– LD2 every 500 milliseconds. 

Advanced tasks: 

• After the LED blinks correctly, open “os_cfg.h” and change 

“OS_CFG_STK_SIZE_MIN” from “64u” to “17u”. Then, change the blinking 

task stack size in the “main.c” file to “17u,” build, and upload it. The LED 

should stop working. Increase the stack size to “18u,” then try again. Now, 

the LED will blink again.  

• Find out why “18u” works and “17u” is not by reading chapter 5.2 of the 

book and analyzing the “link.map” file under the “.pio/build” directory. 

The purpose of the advanced tasks is to make students understand the importance 

of stack size and investigate how much memory each function/task requires to 

operate correctly. The AppTaskStart() function in Listing 15 requires at least 18 

bytes to run; hence adjusting its stack size to 17 bytes will lead to stack overflow. 

Furthermore, these errors will not show up while compiling, so it is crucial to re-

check the stack size when the application is not running. 

4.1.2 Theory and Analysis 

 µC/OS-III includes three main parts: μC/OS-III, μC/OS-LIB, and μC/CPU. Every com-

ponent has its own configuration files: “os_cfg.h,” “lib_cfg.h,” and “cpu_cfg.h”, re-

spectively. The “os_cfg.h” is used to disable/enable OS features or services that 

the kernel offers, such as semaphores, event flags, and mutexes. Moreover, the 

maximum number of task priorities and the minimum stack size also can be set in 

the “os_cfg.h” file. The “lib_cfg.h” is used to configure the following features: 

memory library argument checking, memory library assembly optimization, 
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memory allocation, and string floating point. If the memory library argument 

checking feature is enabled, any external arguments provided by the developer or 

applications will be checked and validated.  The “cpu_cfg.h” file contains CPU-spe-

cific configurations, such as CPU endian type, interrupt programmable priority lev-

els, and CPU timestamp. Additionally, µC/OS-III also offers an “os_cfg_app.h” file, 

which is used to adjust OS configuration for a specific application. In the 

“os_cfg_app.h” file, developers can define the stack size of ISR, the maximum 

number of messages, or the tick rate of the OS.  

Listing 14 shows that the given “main.c” file includes three libraries. First, the 

“stm32l1xx_hal.h” file contains functions for the HAL module driver, and HAL of-

fers easy-to-use APIs for users to work with STM32 boards and their peripherals. 

Next, the “os.h” file is included to use µC/OS-III. Finally, the “bsp_clk.h” file con-

sists of a function that initializes the system clock and two delay functions, De-

lay_Blocking() and Delay_NonBlocking().  

 

Listing 14. “01-task-create” exercise 

HAL_Init() and SystemClock_Config() functions are called to configure and initialize 

the board and its system clock. As seen in Figure 13, these two functions should 

be called before other functions.  

After that, to initialize the operating system, OSInit() function is called. OSInit() 

function will clear all counters, initialize OS’ pointers and variables to 0, clear the 

exception stack, initialize the priority table, the ready list, and all the OS modules, 

such as memory mutex and semaphore manager. 

 

#include "stm32l1xx_hal.h" 

#include "os.h" 

#include "bsp_clk.h" 

int main(void) 

{ 

    HAL_Init(); 

    SystemClock_Config(); 

} 
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Figure 13. “01-task-create” exercise’s flow chart 

OSTaskCreate() function should be called after OSInit() and before OSStart(). 

OSTaskCreate() function is used to create a task, and Table 9 shows the OSTask-

Create() function parameters. The third parameter is “p_task,” which will take the 

name of the function (e.g., AppTaskStart).  

Table 9. OSTaskCreate()’s parameters /5/ 

 

Listing 15 shows how to define a task that toggles the LED – LD2 every 500 milli-

seconds. 

Type Parameter Description

OS_TCB* p_tcb
a pointer to a TCB, which stores all information

about the task.

CPU_CHAR* p_name the name of the task for debugging

OS_TASK_PTR p_task the function defines the task.

void* p_arg
a pointer to pass optional data to the task when

it is created.

OS_PRIO prio the priority of the task.

CPU_STK* p_stk_base
a pointer to the task’ stack, where local

variables, parameters, etc., are stored.

CPU_STK_SIZE stk_limit
a stack limit, which is used to make sure the

stack will not overflow. (stk_limit < stk_size)

CPU_STK_SIZE stk_size the stack size

OS_MSG_QTY q_size the internal message queue size

OS_TICK time_quanta it is used when round-robin is enabled

void* p_ext a pointer to a TCB extension

OS_OPT opt options

OS_ERR* p_err
a pointer to an OS_ERR variable, which stores an

error code
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Listing 15. AppTaskStart() definition 

LED_Toggle() function belongs to “bsp_led.h” library, and the OSTimeDlyHMSM() 

is a delay function of µC/OS-III, it was used with “OS_OPT_TIME_HMSM_STRICT” 

to make sure the given parameters are validated, which means if the parameters 

are not correct, it will return an “OS_ERR_TIME_INVALID_xxx” error. 

4.2 Preemptive Scheduling 

In this exercise, students learn how to create multiple tasks, how pre-emptive 

scheduling works and set up and use the PlatformIO serial monitor. 

4.2.1 Instructions 

Students’ tasks in this exercise: 

• Open “02-preemptive” project in PlatformIO. 

• Include the “bsp_usart.h” in the “main.c” file and read the documentation 

of the “bsp_usart” library to know how to use it. 

• Create two tasks, CountTask() and BlinkTask(). 

• CountTask() requirements: 

o Print the task name through UART. 

o Use Delay_Blocking() function to create a 1-second blocking delay. 

The task will count from 1 to 2 continuously in 2 seconds. (See List-

ing 16). 

o The task runs every 2 seconds. 

 

static void AppTaskStart(void *p_arg) 

{ 

    OS_ERR os_err; 

        while (DEF_TRUE) 

    { 

        LED_Toggle(); 

        OSTimeDlyHMSM(0, 0, 0, 500, OS_OPT_TIME_HMSM_STRICT, &os_err); 

    } 

} 
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• BlinkTask() requirements: 

o Print the task name through UART. 

o Blink the LED – LD2 every 1 second. 

• Set the priority of CountTask() higher than BlinkTask(), which means a 

lower value. Then build and upload it. 

• Open the “platformio.ini” file and make sure that the “monitor_speed” is 

115200. Then, open PlatformIO’s serial monitor and check the output. 

• Change the priority of CountTask() lower than BlinkTask(). Then upload and 

recheck the serial monitor output. 

 

Listing 16. “02-preemptive” 

4.2.2 Theory and Analysis 

The exercise uses Delay_Blocking() function, which is shown in Listing 17. De-

lay_Blocking() function was used instead of OSTimeDlyHMSM() function because  

OSTimeDlyHMSM() function will call OSSched() function, which will find a next task 

to run. This situation makes it impossible to demonstrate pre-emptive scheduling 

because we need CountTask() to execute for the whole 2 seconds to see how 

BlinkTask() will preempt it.  Delay_Blocking() function creates a delay in millisec-

onds by counting the system clock tick. 

 

for(int i = 0; i < 2; i++) 

{ 

    uint8_t count[5]; 

    sprintf((char*)count, "\r%d\n\r", i+1); 

    UART_Transmit(count, sizeof(count)); 

    Delay_Blocking(1000); 

}    
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Listing 17. Delay_Blocking() definition 

Figure 14 shows the scenario when CountTask() has a higher priority than 

BlinkTask(); hence CountTask() runs first.  

• (1) After the CountTask() has finished printing to UART both “1” and “2”, it 

will be rescheduled to run after 2 seconds; hence at the moment, there is 

only one ready-to-run task, which is BlinkTask(), so BlinkTask() runs 

• (2) Because BlinkTask() is programmed to run every second and it is still 

not the time for CountTask() to run (CountTask() runs every 2 seconds), so 

BlinkTask() runs again. 

• (3) At this point, CountTask() runs even though BlinkTask() is scheduled to 

run every second because the lower priority task cannot preempt the 

higher priority task. 

 

void Delay_Blocking(uint16_t period_ms) 

{ 

    OS_ERR os_err; 

    OS_TICK ticks = ((OSCfg_TickRate_Hz *  

                    ((OS_TICK)period_ms +  

                    ((OS_TICK)500u / OSCfg_TickRate_Hz))) 

                    / (OS_TICK)1000u); 

    OS_TICK start_ticks = OSTimeGet(&os_err); 

    OS_TICK current_ticks = start_ticks; 

 

    while (current_ticks - start_ticks <= ticks) 

    { 

        current_ticks = OSTimeGet(&os_err); 

        if (current_ticks < start_ticks) 

        { 

            ticks = (start_ticks + ticks) - UINT32_MAX; 

            start_ticks = 0; 

        } 

    } 

} 
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Figure 14. CountTask() with higher priority 

Figure 15 shows what happens when BlinkTask() has a higher priority than 

CountTask(). BlinkTask() has a higher priority, so it runs first. Moreover, one im-

portant thing to notice is that BlinkTask() only takes a few microseconds to run 

while CountTask() takes 2 seconds. 

• (1) After BlinkTask() is finished; BlinkTask() is scheduled to run after 1 sec-

ond, and CountTask() runs and prints “1” to UART. 

• (2) CountTask() is pre-empted because it is time for BlinkTask() to run and 

BlinkTask() has a higher priority than CountTask(). 

• (3) BlinkTask() is finished and rescheduled to run after 1 second. 

CountTask() continues to run and print “2” to UART. 

• (4) CountTask() is finished and rescheduled to run after 2 seconds. 

BlinkTask() runs. 

• (6) BlinkTask() is done and rescheduled to run after 1 second. Finally, 

CountTask() runs and prints “1” to UART. 
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Figure 15. CountTask() with lower priority 

4.3 Task Synchronization 

In this exercise, students learn how to create and use a semaphore to synchronize 

two tasks. Besides that, students also learn how to use the BMP280 sensors.   

4.3.1 Instructions 

Students’ tasks: 

• Read chapter 14.1, and OSSemCreate(), OSSemPend(), OSSemPost() sec-

tions under Appendix A - µC/OS-III API Reference of the book. 

• Open “03-task-sync” project in PlatformIO and include the 

“bsp_bmp280_cfg.h” file in the “main.c” file. 

• Create AppTaskStart task in the main() function. In AppTaskStart, initialize 

the BMP280 sensor, create a semaphore, and use OSTaskCreate() function 

to create two more tasks, ReadTask and PrintTask. PrintTask has a higher 

priority than ReadTask. 

• ReadTask uses BMP280_Read() function to read humidity and tempera-

ture.  

• PrintTask calls BMP280_Print() function to print humidity and temperature 

to UART. 

• Set ReadTask() to run every 2 seconds and PrintTask() to run every seconds. 

• Build, upload and check the UART monitor output. 
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• Use a semaphore to make sure PrintTask only runs when ReadTask is fin-

ished. 

• Build, upload, and recheck the UART monitor output.  

Advanced tasks: 

• Read chapter 14.2, and OSTaskSemPend() and OSTaskSemPost() section 

under Appendix A - µC/OS-III API Reference of the book  

• Use a task semaphore instead of a standard semaphore to synchronize 

ReadTask and PrintTask. 

• Use OSTaskDel() to delete AppTaskStart task. 

• Question: what are the benefits of using a task semaphore instead of a 

standard semaphore? 

4.3.2 Theory and Analysis 

Figure 16 shows the UART output when two tasks are not synchronized. The read 

humidity and temperature values are printed twice every time; hence a sema-

phore is used to synchronize PrintTask() and ReadTask() to ensure that humidity 

and temperature are only printed to UART once new values are read.  

 

Figure 16. “03-task-sync” - UART output 

Semaphores are used to synchronize and coordinate tasks and interrupts sharing 

the same resources or cooperating to achieve a common goal. A semaphore acts 

as a counter for tracking the number of occurred events. When OSSemPost() is 

called, it increases the semaphore’s counter by one. Suppose OSSemPend() is 
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called when the counter is greater than zero, then the counter will be decreased 

by one, and the task that calls OSSemPend() will continue to run; otherwise, the 

task will be rescheduled and wait for the semaphore.  

Figure 17 shows what happens when a semaphore is used in the exercise. First, a 

semaphore is created and set to zero. 

• (1) PrintTask runs because it has a higher priority.  

• (2) Inside PrintTask, OSSemPend() is called, and the current value of the 

semaphore counter is zero; hence PrintTask is put in the pending state 

and waits for the semaphore. ReadTask runs. 

• (3) In ReadTask, OSSemPost() is called after reading data from BMP280, 

so the semaphore counter is increased by one, and µC/OS-III reschedules 

and runs the task with the highest priority, which is PrintTask. 

 

Figure 17. Task Synchronization - Unilateral Rendezvous 

Using a separate semaphore to synchronize tasks is easy, but if many semaphores 

are used, it will be hard to keep track of which semaphore for which task and main-

tain source code. Hence, μC/OS-III offers task semaphore services, which means 

every task has a built-in semaphore. The way task semaphores operate is the same 

as separate semaphores, including pend and post operations. APIs for task sema-

phores are in the form “OSTaskSemxxx().” 
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4.4 Priority Inversion 

This exercise demonstrates how priority inversion occurs and introduces two kinds 

of priority inversion, bounded and unbounded. 

4.4.1 Instructions 

Students’ tasks: 

• Read chapter 13.3.5 in the book about priority inversions. 

• Duplicate “03-task-sync” and rename it to “04-priority-inversion.” Open it 

in PlatformIO. 

• In ReadTask, add a 3-second delay before OSSemPost() using the Delay-

Blocking() function, and print “ReadTask – running” every one second. Run 

the application and check the UART output. The output demonstrates 

bounded priority inversion. 

• Create another task named BlinkTask. BlinkTask will toggle the LED – LD2 

every 1 second for 3 seconds (use Delay_Blocking() function) 

• Change the priorities of three tasks. PrintTask has the highest priority, 

ReadTask has the lowest priority, and BlinkTask has a medium priority. 

• ReadTask and PrintTask run every 6 seconds. BlinkTask runs every 3 sec-

onds. 

• Run and recheck the UART output. It demonstrates unbounded priority in-

version. 

4.4.2 Theory and Analysis 

Bounded priority inversion is a situation when a low-priority task preempts a high-

priority task because the low-priority holds a lock on a shared resource, and the 

high-priority task requires the shared resource to continue to run. Thus, the high-

priority must wait until the low-priority unlocks the shared resource. The inversion 

duration depends on how long the low-priority task handles and unlocks the 
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shared resource; hence the name bounded priority inversion. Figure 18 shows the 

high-priority task – PrintTask is preempted by the low priority task – ReadTask.  

 

 

Figure 18. Bounded priority inversion – UART output 

A bounded priority inversion becomes an unbounded priority inversion when a 

medium-priority task preempts the low-priority before the low-priority task re-

leases the lock on the resource required by the high-priority task. In this exercise, 

there are three tasks PrintTask, BlinkTask, and ReadTask, with high, medium, and 

low priority, respectively. Figure 19 shows the UART output of this exercise. The 

priority inversion duration is the time between “Print Task – OSSemPend” and 

“Print Task – resume.”  In the worst case, an unbound priority inversion can last 

forever. 
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Figure 19.  Unbounded priority inversion – UART output 

4.5 Mutex 

4.5.1 Instructions 

Students’ tasks: 

• Read chapter 13.4 in the book about mutual exclusion semaphores  

• Find solutions to priority inversion problems 

• Duplicate the “04-priority-inversions” exercise and rename it to “05-

mutex.” 

• Replace the semaphore with a mutex 

• Use OSMutex???() instead of OSSem???() functions 

• Compile, run the project and check the UART output 

4.5.2 Theory and Analysis 

There are two popular ways to prevent priority inversions: priority ceiling protocol 

and priority inheritance. Priority inheritance prevents priority inversion by tempo-

rarily increasing the task priority, which holds the lock to the same priority that 
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requires the resource. Priority ceiling protocol eliminates priority inversion by de-

termining the highest priority of any task using the shared resource or holding the 

lock and temporarily raising its priority to the maximum priority (the ceiling prior-

ity).  In µC/OS-III, mutexes use priority inheritance. 

 

Figure 20. Mutex diagram /5/ 

Figure 20 shows how a mutex works, 

• (1) Task L runs 

• (2) Task L calls OSMutexPend() function. 

• (3) Task L continues to run 

• (4) Task H preempts task L and runs because it has the highest priority 

• (5) Task H continues to run 
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• (6) Task H calls OSMutexPend() function, and because task L holds the 

mutex; hence task H is suspended, and task L priority is raised to task H 

priority. 

• (7) Task L runs because now it has the highest priority (the same priority as 

task H) 

• (8) Task L calls OSMuxtexPost(), and its priority is set back to the original 

priority. Task H resumes. 

• (9) Task H continues to run 

• (10) Task H calls OSMutexPost() 

• (11) Task H continues to run until it is done 

Figure 21 shows that when a mutex is used, the PrintTask is no longer affected by 

unbounded priority inversion. The ReadTask immediately posts after the PrintTask 

pends for the mutex.  

 

Figure 21. Mutex – UART output 

 

4.6 Event Flags 

4.6.1 Instructions 

Students’ task: 
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• Read chapter 14.3 – Event Flags 

• Create three tasks, Task1 reads data from the BMP280 sensor, Task2 reads 

data from the MAX4466 microphone preamplifier, and Task 3 prints data 

to the UART. 

• Make sure event flags are enabled in os_cfg.h 

• Use event flags to make sure that Task 3 only ran after both Task1 and 

Task2 finished. 

• Set Task1, Task2, Task3 to run every 5 seconds, 1 second, and 500 millisec-

onds, respectively. 

• Compile, run and check the UART output 

• Use disjunctive synchronization to make Task3 run after either Task1 or 

Task2 ran. 

4.6.2 Theory and Analysis 

Event flags are used to synchronize a task with one or multiple events. In μC/OS-

III, event flags can be enabled or disabled at compile-time by changing the 

OS_CFG_FLAG_EN constant in the “os_cfg.h” file.  
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Listing 18. OS_FLAG_GRP defnition /7/ 

Listing 18 shows the structure of the OS_FLAG_GRP data type, which includes two 

default fields, “PendList,” “Flags,” and several optional fields. Optional fields are 

only enabled when specific configurations are made in the “os_cfg.h” file. When 

multiple tasks wait for an event flag, they will be put in the “PendList” field and 

sorted by priority. The “Flags” field stores the current state of the event flags, the 

size of the “Flags” field is determined in the “os_type.h” file, and each flag takes 

up one bit of the “Flags” field. 

Table 10. The “Flags” field 

 

 

typedef  struct  os_flag_grp         OS_FLAG_GRP; 

 

struct  os_flag_grp { 

#if (OS_OBJ_TYPE_REQ > 0u) 

    OS_OBJ_TYPE          Type;                               

#endif 

#if (OS_CFG_DBG_EN > 0u) 

    CPU_CHAR            *NamePtr;                            

#endif 

    OS_PEND_LIST         PendList;                           

#if (OS_CFG_DBG_EN > 0u) 

    OS_FLAG_GRP         *DbgPrevPtr; 

    OS_FLAG_GRP         *DbgNextPtr; 

    CPU_CHAR            *DbgNamePtr; 

#endif 

    OS_FLAGS             Flags;                                

#if (OS_CFG_TS_EN > 0u) 

    CPU_TS               TS;  

#endif 

#if (defined(OS_CFG_TRACE_EN) && (OS_CFG_TRACE_EN > 0u)) 

    CPU_INT16U           FlagID; 

#endif 

}; 
 

MAX4466_READ BMP280_READ

0 … 0 0 0 1 1

bitn bit4 bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0

Flags

(in binary)
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Table 10 shows the “Flags” variable state when both flags “MAX4466_READ” and 

“BMP280_READ” are set. 

Figure 22 is the UART output when event flags synchronize Task3 with Task1 and 

Task2 using conjunctive synchronization (AND logic). Even though Task3 is set to 

run every 500 milliseconds, but it runs approximately every 5 seconds. It waits for 

event flags from both other tasks, and Task1 only runs every 5 seconds. If disjunc-

tive synchronization (OR logic) is used, Task 3 will run after either Task1 or Task2 

ran. 

 

Figure 22. Event flags – UART output 

4.7 Message Queues and Flow Control 

4.7.1 Instructions 

Students’ tasks: 

• Read chapter 15.2 – Message Queues and API references of OSQCreate(), 

OSQPost(), and OSQPend() 

• Create two tasks; Task1 reads ADC values from MAX4466, Task 2 prints the 

value to the OLED display. Use a message queue to pass ADC values from 

Task1 to Task2. 

• Define the message queue size to 5. 

• Set Task1 to run every 500ms, and Task2 runs every 1 second. 

Advanced tasks: 
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• Replace message queues with task messages queues 

• Use a semaphore to control the flow and make sure Task2 only runs after 

Task1 is completed. 

4.7.2 Theory and Analysis 

Information can be shared between tasks or ISRs by using global variables or pass-

ing messages. However, sharing data using a global variable can be a problem 

when more than one task writes data to the global variable, leading to data cor-

ruption. Message queues can solve the problem by putting read data into a queue. 

In μC/OS-III, message queues use FIFO and LIFO methods. A message can be set to 

FIFO or LIFO through the “opt” argument of the OSQPost() function. 

Listing 19 shows the structure of the OS_Q data type, which includes two primary 

fields, “PendList’ and “MsgQ.” “PendList” stores a list of tasks waiting for the mes-

sage, and tasks are sorted by priority. The highest priority task will take the mes-

sage. Other fields of “os_msg_q” are used for debugging and type checking. 

 

Listing 19. OS_Q definition /7/ 

In the exercise, when Task1 is set to run more frequently than Task2 and the size 

of the message queue is five, then at some point, the message queue will overflow. 

 

typedef  struct  os_msg_q  OS_MSG_Q; 

struct  os_msg_q {                                           

    OS_MSG              *InPtr;                              

    OS_MSG              *OutPtr;                             

    OS_MSG_QTY           NbrEntriesSize;                     

    OS_MSG_QTY           NbrEntries;                         

#if (OS_CFG_DBG_EN > 0u) 

    OS_MSG_QTY           NbrEntriesMax;                      

#endif 

#if (defined(OS_CFG_TRACE_EN) && (OS_CFG_TRACE_EN > 0u)) 

    CPU_INT16U           MsgQID;                             

#endif 

}; 
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Figure 23 shows how a semaphore controls the flow of messages between Task1 

and Task2 and solves the overflow problem.  

• (1) The semaphore is initialized to one, and Task1 runs first because it has 

a higher priority. 

• (2) Task2 runs, prints the output to the OLED display, and calls 

OSSemPost(). The semaphore value now equals one again. 

• (3) Task1 reads the sensor and calls OSSemPend(). The semaphore value is 

decreased to zero. 

• (4) Task1 runs again because it is set to run every 500ms. Task1 calls 

OSSemPend() and waits for the semaphore to read the sensor.   

• (5) OSSched() function is invoked to find the next task to run. Task2 is the 

next task, so Task2 runs. Task2 prints the output to the OLED display and 

calls OSSemPost().  

• (6) Task1 gets the semaphore, continues to run, and reads the data from 

the sensor. 

 

Figure 23. Flow control  
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5 TESTING 

The testing was done on Windows 10 and Ubuntu 20.04.3 LTS. Because of the lim-

ited number of available computers, the operating systems were installed on vir-

tual machines using VirtualBox. By default, VirtualBox does not support guest ma-

chines to recognize USB devices from host machines, which means the guest ma-

chines cannot see the STM32 board connected to the host machines; thus, the 

following steps must be done to solve the problem: 

• Install VirtualBox Extension Pack on the host machine. The extension pack 

includes support for USB 2.0 and USB 3.0 devices. 

• In Linux host machines, the current user must be added to the “vboxusers” 

group, then log out and log in again. 

• Plug the board into the host machine. 

• Enable USB Controller under settings of the guest machine and add USB 

Device Filters “STMicroelectronics STM32 STLink”. 

The testing included two parts: the porting instruction and the exercises. For the 

porting instruction, the purpose of the testing was to ensure that every step of 

setting up the toolchains and the porting process was covered in the instruction. 

Hence, it requires that both Windows and Linux machines are clean, which means 

there is no additional program or configuration on those machines, only the oper-

ating systems. The testing of the exercises was carried out on both Windows and 

Linux to check the exercises’ instruction, hardware connection, and exercises’ so-

lution. While testing, the following problems were found: 

• The “monitor_port” variable in “platformio.ini” should be modified by stu-

dents. Because on different systems, the port might not be the same. 

• Starting from Windows 10, the STM32 Virtual COM Port Driver is no longer 

needed. 

• After modifying the “platformio.ini,” Visual Studio Code should be re-

started; otherwise, the changes might not be applied. Furthermore, the 
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“c_cpp_properties.json” file should be deleted before restarting Visual 

Studio Code if one of the following variables is changed: “include_dir,” 

“src_dir,” and “lib_dir.” 

Only one person did the testing; therefore, it was impossible to cover every situa-

tion students might face while following the instructions or doing the exercises. 

One possible solution is creating a public repository (on GitHub or GitLab) for the 

courses. Students can either report their problems or commit answers for them, 

allowing the courses to be extended and evolve. Moreover, it will reduce the time 

instructors spend repeatedly fixing the same problems; hence, they can teach 

more in-depth knowledge. 
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6 CONCLUSIONS 

This thesis aims to create a new RTOS teaching environment to update the current 

RTOS course; the latest version of μC/OS-III was used on a physical board 

(STM32L152RE) instead of simulating μC/OS-III under Windows.  Moreover, the 

heavy IDE, Microsoft Visual Studio, was replaced by Visual Studio Code with Plat-

formIO plug-in, which is free, light, and available on Windows, Linux, and Mac; 

thus, students can easily study and do exercises at home. Besides these changes, 

a new set of exercises with detailed instruction was created to cover basic con-

cepts of RTOS, such as task management, preemptive scheduling, context switch-

ing, semaphores, mutual exclusion, event flags, message queues, and flow control. 

In addition, three components were added to the exercises, an OLED display, a 

pressure/temperature sensor (BMP280), and a microphone preamplifier 

(MAX4466) to make the course more practical and engaging. Finally, several librar-

ies with straightforward APIs and detailed documentation were created to ease 

students’ learning process. 

Because the duration of the course is relatively short, the course can only focus on 

RTOS. Non-related RTOS concepts, such as timers, interrupts, and direct memory 

access (DMA), should be covered in other courses.  
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APPENDIX 1. Directory Structure of μC/OS-III 

 

 

 

 

uC-CPU 
├── cpu_a.s             uC-CPU/ARM-Cortex-M/ARMv7-M/GNU/ 
├── cpu_cache.h         uC-CPU/ 
├── cpu_c.c             uC-CPU/ARM-Cortex-M/ARMv7-M/ 
├── cpu_core.c          uC-CPU/ 
├── cpu_core.h          uC-CPU/ 
├── cpu_def.h           uC-CPU/ 
└── cpu.h               uC-CPU/ARM-Cortex-M/ARMv7-M/GNU/ 

uC-LIB 
├── lib_ascii.c         uC-LIB/ 
├── lib_ascii.h         uC-LIB/  
├── lib_def.h           uC-LIB/  
├── lib_math.c          uC-LIB/  
├── lib_math.h          uC-LIB/  
├── lib_mem_a.s         uC-LIB/Ports/ARM-Cortex-M3/GNU/ 
├── lib_mem.c           uC-LIB/  
├── lib_mem.h           uC-LIB/  
├── lib_str.c           uC-LIB/  
└── lib_str.h           uC-LIB/ 

uC-OS3 
├── __dbg_uCOS-III.c    uC-OS3/Source/ 
├── os_cfg_app.c        uC-OS3/Source/ 
├── os_core.c           uC-OS3/Source/ 
├── os_cpu_a.S          uC-OS3/Ports/ARM-Cortex-M/ARMv7-M/GNU/ 
├── os_cpu_c.c          uC-OS3/Ports/ARM-Cortex-M/ARMv7-M/ 
├── os_cpu.h            uC-OS3/Ports/ARM-Cortex-M/ARMv7-M/GNU/ 
├── os_dbg.c            uC-OS3/Source/ 
├── os_flag.c           uC-OS3/Source/ 
├── os.h                uC-OS3/Source/ 
├── os_mem.c            uC-OS3/Source/ 
├── os_msg.c            uC-OS3/Source/ 
├── os_mutex.c          uC-OS3/Source/ 
├── os_prio.c           uC-OS3/Source/ 
├── os_q.c              uC-OS3/Source/ 
├── os_sem.c            uC-OS3/Source/ 
├── os_stat.c           uC-OS3/Source/ 
├── os_task.c           uC-OS3/Source/ 
├── os_tick.c           uC-OS3/Source/ 
├── os_time.c           uC-OS3/Source/ 
├── os_tmr.c            uC-OS3/Source/ 
├── os_trace.h          uC-OS3/Source/ 
├── os_type.h           uC-OS3/Source/ 
└── os_var.c            uC-OS3/Source/ 



 

 

 

cfg 
├── cpu_cfg.h           uC-CPU/Cfg/Template/ 
├── lib_cfg.h           uC-LIB/Cfg/Template/ 
├── os_app_hooks.c      uC-OS3/Cfg/Template/ 
├── os_app_hooks.h      uC-OS3/Cfg/Template/ 
├── os_cfg_app.h        uC-OS3/Cfg/Template/ 
└── os_cfg.h            uC-OS3/Cfg/Template/ 


